
Boost ratings by making your network 
promotions more effective by offering your 

viewers a simple way to set a reminder 
or record a show as well as the ability to 

download the apps you want them to use. 
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Enhancing Network Promotions
PROMOTIONS+™ offers you the ability to add a remind and record feature 
to your on-air promotional inventory. 

PROMOTIONS+ allows your viewers to click their remote control and 
automatically record a show or series being promoted. Viewers can receive 
a reminder on their TV or smartphone to watch any show several minutes 
before it airs. PROMOTIONS+ can also be used to send a link to download 
a mobile app or social media pages directly to the viewer’s phone. 

CABLE NETWORK BENEFITS:
  › Simple and easy method to increase promotional effectiveness

  › Enhances existing inventory with no equipment or  
feed alterations

  › Audience data reflects every interaction, not a sample

PRODUCT FEATURES: Viewers use their remote control  
to respond to an interactive overlay on your network’s on-air  
promotional spots. You can:

  › Prompt viewers to request a reminder to watch a show several 
minutes before it airs

  › Prompt viewers to automatically record a show or series on their DVR

  › Send viewers a direct link to your social media pages on their 
smart phones

  › Survey your viewers

METRICS & REPORTING: 
  › Number of Impressions, Number of Leads, Survey Responses

  › Geographic Mapping of Responses (Smart TV only)

DISTRIBUTION AFFILIATES:
  › 4 million HHs currently

  › 43 million HHs by YE 2015

  › 63 million HHs by YE 2016

  › 80+ million HHs by 2018

PRICING:
PROMOTIONS+ is priced on a Cost Per Lead (CPL) basis.  
A fee is charged only for viewers that respond to the interactive 
promotion (e.g. answer survey or receive a reminder, app 
download, social media, etc.).

CONTACT: GARY PERRELLI  |  212.358.8926  |  GARY.PERRELLI@ENSEQUENCE.COM
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REQUEST SOCIAL MEDIA
  › Make it easier for your viewers to connect with you on social media  

(Twitter, Facebook, etc.).

  › Viewers enter their cell phone number to receive a link to any of your show 
or network’s social media pages. 

VIEWER SURVEY
  › Engage your viewers in an interactive survey directly from an overlay  

on your national TV promotions. 

  › Viewers use their remote to select a response to an on-screen  
poll question. Results may be shown after selection. 

  › Survey results are tallied by Ensequence and shared with network.  
Results can be displayed to the TV audience if you like. 

REQUEST APP DOWNLOAD
  › Send viewers a link to download your show’s or network’s mobile apps  

on their phones.  

  › Viewers enter their cell phone number to receive that link on their phones. 

REMIND / RECORD
  › Viewers may enter their cell phone number to receive custom reminders 

to watch their favorite shows minutes before they air.

  › You may add a Watch & Win or mobile quiz feature to increase usage.

  › Capable set-top boxes allow viewers to automatically record their favorite 
shows or series on their DVR’s. 


